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DMaaS helps accelerate migration of on-premises data and workloads to AWS with cloud native integration.

95% of senior IT leaders are likely to consider a DMaaS solution.

90% of Feds will prioritize cloud data governance improvements over the next five years.

89% of senior IT leaders are likely to consider a DMaaS solution.

94% of senior IT leaders agree that cloud data governance is critical.

86% of senior IT leaders agree that cloud data governance is critical.

69% of senior IT leaders agree that cloud data governance is critical.

The Cohesity and AWS DMaaS solution empowers Federal agencies to accelerate migrations, simplify hybrid cloud data management and eliminate silos:

DMaaS helps manage your data from development to analysis, including backup, disaster or ransomware recovery.

DMaaS helps accelerate migration of on-premises data and workloads to AWS with cloud native integration.

The challenge:
- Too much data, in too many places, with too much cost, complexity, and risk

Growing Dependency on Cloud

Democratizing Data Needs

DMaaS Delivers